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In this review, research carried out on sorption-enhanced steam methane reforming (SESMR) process
is presented and discussed. The reactor types employed to carry out this process, fixed packed bed
and fluidized bed reactors, are characterized as well as their main operating conditions indicated.
Also the concepts developed and investigations performed by the main research groups involved in
the subject are summarized. Next the catalysts and CO2 sorbents developed to carry out SE-SMR
are characterized and the relationships describing the reaction and sorption kinetics are collected.
A general approach to model the process is presented as well as results obtained for a calculation
example, which demonstrate the main properties of SE-SMR.
Keywords: reactive adsorption, adsorptive reactors, reactor modeling, sorption-enhanced reaction
process (SERP), steam methane reforming (SMR)

1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen is a fundamental raw material in numerous chemical syntheses [1] as it is widely used as an
important reagent in chemical industry. In the so called “hydrogen economy” it is also provided as a
universal energy carrier. Hydrogen can be obtained from renewable energy resources, such as bioethanol,
glycerol, bio-oil and from biomass - although nowadays, hydrogen is mainly produced from fossil fuels.
More than 50% of the global hydrogen production is provided by methane steam reforming, while 30% is
obtained from oil/naphtha reforming and 18% from coal gasification [2].
In a SMR process the conversion of methane to hydrogen can be represented with the following set of
reversible reactions:
CH4 + H2 O ↔ CO + 3H2
∆H = +206 kJ/mol
(1)
CH4 + 2H2 O ↔ CO2 + 4H2

∆H = +165 kJ/mol

(2)

These reactions are usually carried out at a temperature above 750 ◦ C and at a pressure of 14–20 bar. Due
to their reversibility, a complete conversion of methane is not possible, additionally the obtained hydrogen
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requires purification, as the product gas contains even 8–10% of CO on a dry basis (e.g see Hufton et
al. [3]). Therefore an auxiliary process such as water-gas shift (WGS) reaction is required:
CO + H2 O ↔ CO2 + H2

∆H = −41 kJ/mol

(3)

So, the effluent gas form the reformer is fed to the WGS reactor, where a much lower temperature of
300–400 ◦ C is kept.
Integration of reversible chemical reactions with in-situ sorption of one product helps to improve the
reactant conversion and simultaneously, due to removal of one product from the reaction zone, a purity
of the demanded product in the outlet stream can be also augmented. Such an integrated process, which
incorporates both the chemical reaction and the separation by sorption processes, is called the reactive
adsorption process or the sorption enhanced reaction process (SERP) and is now well characterized in the
literature of the subject – e.g. see [4–9].
In the considered (MSR + WGS) process, an integration of chemical reactions with simultaneous sorption of CO2 improves methane conversion and simultaneously the purity of produced hydrogen. In-situ
adsorption of CO2 , which is the main co-product of SMR, shifts the equilibrium of reactions (2 and 3)
to the right, so almost total conversion of the CO produced in reaction (1) is possible, also a conversion
of methane in reactions (1) and (2) is much larger than that obtained at the equilibrium conditions. The
process, merging the reaction and in situ adsorption of one product, known as sorption-enhanced steam
methane reforming (SESMR) has been widely investigated and developed starting from the late 1990s.
Experimental results collected from adsorptive reactors as well as from numerical simulations indicate
that at operating conditions which are more moderate in comparison to those applied in the conventional
methane reformer – i.e. at the temperature of 450–490 ◦ C and pressure of 180–890 kPa – the gas product
contains 90–98% of H2 , with methane as a prime impurity accompanied with traces of CO2 (less than
400 ppm) and CO (below 50 ppm) [10, 11].
Numerous papers devoted to the application of reactive adsorption in production of pure hydrogen by
sorption-enhanced steam-methane reforming (SE-SMR) can be found in the literature of the subject –
starting from the pioneering papers [12–16]. While among the most recent publications the following
contributions, which indicate also the main institutions and research groups involved in the subject, should
be mentioned [11, 17, 26–35, 18, 36–45, 19, 46–52, 20–25].
The aim of this review is to present and discuss a summary of the research carried out on the sorptionenhanced steam methane process used for production of pure hydrogen. Also types of reactors employed
to perform SE-SMR processes, catalysts and sorbents are characterized.
It should be pointed out that not all papers published on the subject have been cited in this review, as it is
really impossible due to a huge number of contributions. However, our intention was to present the most
representative results published on this subject.
Also our own concept to improve the considered SE-SMR process by application of fly ashes (FA) originating from power plants and combined heat and power plants as an active CO2 sorbent is presented and
characterized.

2. REACTORS EMPLOYED TO CARRY OUT SESMR
SESMR is usually carried out in a one-stage multifunctional reactor of special type, called the adsorptive
reactor [4–6], in which chemical reactions and in situ sorption of produced CO2 are merged. The principle
of the process is shown in Fig. 1, where the reactor active packing consists of the catalyst and sorbent
particles.
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Fig. 1. The principle of operation of the adsorptive reactor

However, in some practical solutions, the use of bi-functional (or generally called multifunctional) packing
grains is proposed, in which structured grains play simultaneously the catalyst as well as the CO2 sorbent
roles – e.g. see [53–55]. Sometimes, a more complex or special configuration of the reactor bed is employed – including the number of subsections each with different adsorbent to catalyst mass ratio [19–21].
In this approach, called also the subsection controlling strategy [20], three subsections in the adsorptive
reactor column can be distinguished, each with different adsorbent to catalyst ratio and also a different
reactor wall temperature within the chosen section(s) can be applied. Also the tandem bed configuration
was proposed [28], where different types of sorbents are placed in an upstream and a downstream section
of the bed, respectively.
The adsorptive reactor shown in Fig. 1 is based on the fixed packed bed concept [11, 17, 26–35, 18, 36–
38, 19–25], while in numerous papers binary fluidized bed reactors are also described in which cyclic
operation of the reforming process and the sorbent calcination is investigated [39–43, 48–52].
As each CO2 sorbent employed in the SESMR process has a limited capacity, in the entire installation
for hydrogen production two steps can be distinguished; in the first one methane is converted and produced CO2 simultaneously adsorbed, while in the second one the sorbent is regenerated and CO2 released
(desorbed).
In packed bed reactors a cyclic operation is carried out – i.e. just before a complete saturation of sorbent
with CO2 , the feed of CH4 /H2 O is switched off, then the bed is heated up and the sorbent regenerated,
so the sequential operating mode is used. Therefore, a battery of reactors working in parallel can be
employed and the simplest configuration consisting of two reactor columns is shown in Fig. 2. Notice that

Fig. 2. Configuration of cyclic process carried out in the fixed packed bed reactor (SESMR process) and operating
sequentially the sorbent regenerator. TP – SESMR process temperature, TR – regeneration temperature
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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the regeneration temperature – TR (usually 800–1000 ◦ C) is significantly higher than the SESMR process
temperature – TP (480–580 ◦ C).
In circulating fluidized bed reactors, a system of two fluidization columns (reactor-regenerator system)
operating simultaneously is applied– see Fig. 3. The solid phase consisting of the catalyst and sorbent fine
particles, is circulated between the reactor and the sorbent regenerator unit. The reactor operates in the
bubbling fluidization state, while the regenerator in the fast fluidization state [42]. Also in this case the
temperature – TR is higher than TP .

Fig. 3. Configuration of continuous steady-state process carried out in fluidized bed reactor (SESMR process) and
operating in parallel the sorbent regenerator. TP – SESMR process temperature, TR – regeneration temperature,
GS – flux of solids circulating between reactor and regenerator, cP S,CO2 , cR S,CO2 – CO2 concentration in sorbent
solids leaving the reactor and the regenerator, respectively

A comprehensive review of methods applied for hydrogen production from fossil fuels with simultaneous
CO2 capture was recently given in the paper by Voldsund et al. [56], which contains characterization of reforming or gasification with subsequent gas separation by adsorption, absorption, membrane or cryogenic
separation.
A more detailed characterization of reactor types employed to carry out SESMR can be found in contributions cited below. In a series of papers [11, 17–23] the results of a wide-ranging research program
carried out at the LSRE of Porto University (Portugal) are reported – including experimental and simulation investigations, conceptual parametric studies, process modeling with validation of model predictions,
controlling strategies as well as an application of improved CO2 hydrotalcite-like sorbents. The state-ofthe-art has been recently summarized in a comprehensive publication [9].
A remarkable impact on the subject was given also by a group from the Eindhoven University of Technology (the Netherlands), who in a series of publications [34–38] reported their modeling and experimental
results. These papers present a fundamental approach to modeling of SESMR processes with highly active
catalysts and different CO2 sorbents [34, 37, 38], validated with appropriate experimental results [35, 36].
The next research group from Trondheim (Norway) [24–27] was busy mainly with the use of lithium
oxides as CO2 acceptors in the SESMR process, while a group from Petten (the Netherlands) [28–33] gave
a complete analysis of the process – from thermodynamic considerations and special bed configuration to
modeling of the process and its verification.
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The group from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Trondheim, Norway) in numerous
papers [39, 40, 49–52, 41–48] reported also the results obtained mainly for SESMR process carried out
in fluidized bed reactors and presented a numerical model formulation, simulations of reactor operation,
numerical investigations of gas-solid hydrodynamic behavior [49], an influence of catalyst and sorbent
properties on the reactor performance [45] as well as parameter sensitivity [46].
A summary of the reactor types employed to carry out the SESMR process and their main operating
conditions are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of reactor types employed to carry out the SESMR process and their main operating conditions

Reactor
type

Catalysts

FixBR

CO2 sorbents

hydrotalcite-based

Process
temperature/
Pressure
[◦ C] / [MPa]
450–490/
0.22–0.89
428–467/
0.31–0.72
500/
0.1–0.5

FixBR

Ni-based

hydrotalcite-based

FixBR

Ni-based

hydrotalcite-based

FixBR

Ni-based

hydrotalcite-based

400–490/
0.2–0.44

FixBR

Ni-based

hydrotalcite-based

450/
0.45

FixBR

Ni-based
(two types)

K-modified HTC

FixBR

Ni-based

CaO

FixBR/
FluBR

Ni-based

FixBR

Ni-based

FixBR

Rh-based

FixBR

Rh/Ceα Zr1−α O2

FixBR

Ni/MgO

FluBR

Ni-based

FixBR

Li4 SiO4 ,
LiZrO3
CaO, Li4 SiO4 ,
Li2 ZrO3 ,
K-dopped,
Na2 ZrO3
HTCs
(hydrotalcities)
K-promoted
hydrotalcite,
Li2 ZrO3
K-promoted
hydrotalcite,
Li2 ZrO3

505/
0.2–0.4
660–750/
0.3–1.5
575/
1–2

Experimental/
Simulations/
Special arrangements

Ref.

Numerical simulations/
[11]
Intraparticle limitations
Experiments/
[15]
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations/
[19]
Two-section reactor
Numerical simulations/
Subsection controlling [20, 21]
strategy
Numerical simulations/
Five-steps one-bed
[22, 23]
strategy
Experiments/
[57]
Numerical simulations
Experiments/
[58]
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations

[24, 25]

575/
1–2.5

Numerical simulations

[26, 27]

400/
0.1

Numerical simulations

[29, 30]

450–600/
0.46–1.5

Experiments/
Numerical simulations

[34–36]

500/0.46

Numerical simulations

[37, 38]

CaO-based

575–600–627/
0.10–1.5

Numerical simulations

[39, 41,
43–50]

Ni/γ -Al2 O3

K2CO3
– doped –
Li4 SiO4

450–650

GSSTFR

Ni/γ -Al2 O3

FA

FluBR

Ni/γ -Al2 O3

FA

http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834

300–500/
0.2–0.8
300–500/
0.2–0.8

Experiments/
Numerical simulations/
Sorbent regeneration
Experiments/
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations

[59]
[60]
this
work
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The papers cited above deal usually with the SESMR process, although in some of them the entire process
is described, which includes also a strategy of sorbent regeneration. Mostly multistep pressure swing regeneration (PSR) is applied, although temperature (thermal) swing regeneration (TSR) and concentration
swing regeneration (CSR) processes are also employed.
A comprehensive survey of cyclic hydrogen production processes is given by Wu et al. [7], where an influence of operating conditions, type of feedstock, catalyst and sorbent type as well as sorbent regeneration
method on the product quality is summarized.
Recently, an application of the gas-solid-solid trickle flow reactor (GSSTFR) to carry out a continuous
SESMR process with simultaneous sequestration of CO2 on fly ashes was considered [60]. In such an
approach the catalyst active sites can be immobilized on the fixed carrier of large pore size, while fine
particles of sorbent (fly ashes) flow downwards through the voids. Gas can flow downwards (co-currently
to the fly ashes stream) or upwards (counter-currently).
An idea of the gas-solid-solid trickle flow reactor (GSSTFR) was firstly proposed by Westerterp and
Kuczyński [61, 62] to carry out the integrated sorption enhanced process with equilibrium reaction –
namely the methanol synthesis. This idea was later developed and demonstrated in more recent contributions to be applied in: – methane oxidation to methanol [63], – industrial size reactor for methanol
synthesis [64], – dimethyl ether synthesis [65] and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis [66]. The obtained results
indicate a feasibility of the proposed approach as well as an increase of process productivity in comparison
to the conventional solutions. Therefore, it seems that an application of GSSTFR to carry out the considered SESMR process with simultaneous sequestration of CO2 , could be quite effectively implemented in
industrial scale, as currently numerous commercial solutions for open cell metallic and ceramic foams
with “tailored” structure (void size and their tortuosity) can be found [67, 68].

3. MODELING OF SESMR PROCESS
3.1. Catalyst and the reaction kinetics
The catalysts used for SMR and SESMR processes are very well established. Mostly commercial nickel
based catalysts on Al2 O3 support are employed [69], but different types of active metals, additives and
supports are also considered. Among others papers [34, 35, 70] a novel, highly active Rh/Ceα Zr1−α O2
catalyst was characterized and used to carry out SESMR process. Also many studies have been carried
out with nickel catalysts on different supports to increase their thermal stability and/or activity – e.g. see
papers [71, 72], where ZrO2 , Ce-ZrO2 supports are investigated or paper [73], where addition of Zr to the
Ni/SiO2 catalyst for improvement of steam resistance is reported. Some papers [53, 54, 57, 69, 70, 74] on
catalysts used for SESMR should be here also mentioned.
The intrinsic kinetics of steam methane reforming (SMR) process represented by a set of reversible reactions shown in Eqs. (1)–(3), has been described by Xu and Froment [75], who for a nickel catalyst
supported on MgO/Al2 O3 proposed expressions enabling estimation of appropriate reaction rates. For
each reaction listed in Eqs. (1)–(3) the appropriate rate expressions read as follows:
(
)
p3 · p5
1
kI
rI = 2 · 2.5 p1 · p2 − 3
(4)
M p3
KI
(
)
p43 · p4
1 kII
2
rII = 2 · 3.5 p1 · p2 −
(5)
M p3
KII
(
)
1 kIII
p3 · p4
rIII = 2 ·
p5 · p2 −
(6)
M p3
KIII
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where the value M appearing in denominators of these equations is equal to:
M = 1 + K5 · p5 + K3 · p3 + K1 · p1 +

K2 · p2
p3

(7)

The kinetic and sorption constants appearing in the kinetic expressions of Eqs. (4)–(7) as well as their
temperature dependencies are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Kinetic and sorption constants appearing in the kinetic expressions of Eqs. (4)–(7) [75]

(

(
))
38280 1
1
K1 = 0.179 exp
−
R
T 823
(
(
))
−88680 1
1
K2 = 0.4152 exp
−
R
T 823
(
(
))
82900 1
1
K3 = 0.0296 exp
−
R
T 648
(
(
))
70650 1
1
K5 = 40.91 exp
−
R
T 648
)
(
−224000
KI = 4.707 × 1012 exp
R·T
(
)
37300
−2
KIII = 1.142 × 10 exp
R·T
KII = KI KIII
kI = 1.842 × 10−1 exp

(
(

−240100
R

(

1
1
−
T 648

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
))

(
))
−243900 1
1
kII = 2.193 × 10 exp
−
R
T 648
(
(
))
−67130 1
1
3
kIII = 7.558 × 10 exp
−
R
T 648
−2

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

3.2. Sorbents and sorption kinetics
An intensive research on sorbents, which can be appropriate to carry out SESMR processes effectively, is
still in progress. In general, at the operating conditions of SESMR process, the sorbent has to be highly
selective towards CO2 and the sorption rate should be compatible to the reaction rate – i.e. to the rate of
CO2 production. Additionally, these sorbents should have a sufficiently high sorption capacity as well as
– due to their multiple cyclic regeneration - mechanical, thermal and chemical durability. A lot of contributions dealing with investigations of CO2 sorbents can be found in the literature and some fundamental
conclusions can be grouped as follows:
• CaO (lime) as well as alkali-modified hydrotalcites are mostly used as efficient sorbents for CO2 capture during SESMR process [17–19, 36, 37, 58, 76, 77]. Ca-based sorbents are specially advantageous
due to their low cost, availability, high CO2 capacity and good sorption kinetics. However, they are
unstable in long-term sorption-desorption operations due to sintering [78, 79]. Therefore, a lot of investigations are still carried out to improve their durability in cyclic operation by addition of various
precursors and different treatment, although results obtained are sometimes contradictory [78],
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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• lithium oxides and lithium containing materials (mainly Li2 ZrO3, K-doped Li2 ZrO3 and Li4 SiO4 ) are
also considered as an effective alternative, due to their stability and good sorption kinetics, although
they suffer from a relatively small CO2 capacity [24–27, 59, 78],
• in order to eliminate mass transfer resistances hybrid catalyst-sorbent structured systems are proposed
and investigated. However, most of proposals are just conceptual and a more practical approach and
results are still expected [78].
The latest reviews on high temperature CO2 sorbents and their applications for hydrogen production
should be here mentioned [78, 79], in which a complete scope of the subject is given. Also some attempts to apply activated carbons for purification of hydrogen obtained from conventional steam methane
reforming process should be here mentioned [80].
The main problem in practical application of the integrated SESMR process is a limited sorption capacity
of used sorbents, so after their saturation with CO2 the process has to be stopped and a regeneration of
sorbent accomplished. Such a cyclic operation of adsorptive reactors makes the process complex, increases
exploitation costs and generates special requirements for sorbents. It should be pointed out that desorption
of CO2 from a saturated CaO-based sorbent (CaCO3 ) and regeneration of this sorbent is usually carried
out at the temperature as high as 900–1000 ◦ C. Taking above into account, an application of fly ashes (FA)
originating from power plants seems to be a promising concept. Because fly ashes - abundantly available
industrial wastes - are very cheap, practical aspects of their use in the SESMR process is related to the fact
that after full or partial saturation with CO2 they do not have to be regenerated and can be even further
utilized in a building industry or directly in road construction and in mines [60, 81–84]. So, through the
use of fly ashes as CO2 acceptors, an economic efficiency of the hydrogen production can be significantly
improved. Additionally, all CO2 emitted during the hydrogen production process is sequestrated. So, an
application of fly ashes in the SESMR process helps to reduce emission of CO2 and in consequence
improves ecological factors of hydrogen production.
Recently, the use of fly ashes as a basic component of CO2 sorbents has quite widely been discussed in the
literature [82–89]. Because FA contain significant amounts of Al2 O3 , SiO2 , CaO, MgO as well as other
alkali components they receive an increasing interest as precursors for high temperature CO2 sorbents
[81, 84, 87, 89]. Numerous successful attempts should be here pointed out – e.g. those to produce a novel
lithium-based sorbent [83], elaboration of wet and dry technologies for CO2 capture [82, 84], utilization
of the stabilizing effect of FA on Ca-based sorbents for cyclic CO2 sorption [85], development of sodiumlithium-FA sorbents [86] as well as sodium and potassium –based FA sorbents [87, 88], development
of standardized production for blended CO2 sorbents containing CaO, MgO and FA to improve their
effectiveness and stability [89].
However, to improve significantly the SESMR process applied for hydrogen production, an elimination
of the CO2 sorbent regeneration step is crucial. From this point of view, any modifications of fly ashes,
which generate additional significant costs are not productive as an expensive sorbent has to be regenerated. Taking above into account, some successful investigations have been carried out to check a direct
applicability of FA for CO2 sorption in the SESMR process. In our previous study some promising results
of these investigations have been presented [82]. As FA used in these investigations originated from a
combined heat and power plant, where flue gases were desulphurized using calcium methods, the CaO
content in used FA was augmented by 10% [81, 82]. For investigated FA, a sufficiently high sorption rate
and sorption capacity for the CO2 has been found [82]. Summarizing, an application of fly ashes can help
to reduce emission of CO2 and simplifies the process, so in consequence improves economic and ecological factors of hydrogen production. However, for practical implementation of a method employing FA in
the industrial scale, a lot of practical problems have to be still solved – e.g. those related to continuous
feeding of the reformer with a fresh FA stream and removal of spent FA saturated with CO2 , an effective
contact of both solid phases (sorbent and catalyst) with the gas phase etc.
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An experimental proof of successful application of fly ashes in the SESMR process was provided by
Cherbański and Molga [60], who also gave some indications for industrial implementation of this approach.
In modeling of adsorptive reactors, except for estimation of reaction rates, also a prediction of CO2 sorption rate is crucial.
In the considered SESMR processes a selective sorption of CO2 is assumed, so sorption rates and solid
phase concentrations of other components (CH4 , H2 O, H2 and CO) are always equal to zero.
For CaO-based sorbents the unreacted core model can be used to predict sorption (chemisorption) rates
[82]. The representative results for this kind of sorbent are summarized with the following carbonation
rate equation [58]:
(
)
kc
−28882
1
exp
(18)
rS, CaO =
MCaO (b + t)2
R·T
Then, neglecting the short initial period, the CO2 sorption rate can be estimated with the expression:
(
)
−12171
3
rS,4 = 24.1 × 10 exp
(19)
T
Molga and Cherbanski [82] published a detailed report on CO2 sorption rate on fly ashes (FA) originating
from power plants. It has been found that, similarly to CO2 sorption on CaO grains [58], also for FA the
sorption rate is a zero order with respect to CO2 – i.e. the observed sorption (chemisorption) rate does
not depend on the CO2 concentration in the gaseous phase. Further, the analysis carried out with use of
unreacted core model have indicated, that for CO2 sorption on FA the internal mass transfer resistances
can be neglected. So, the specific CO2 sorption rate expressed per mass unit of fly ashes can be estimated
only as a temperature dependent with the following Arrhenius type equation [82]:
(
)
−28882
−3
rS, FA = 72.1 × 10 exp
(20)
R·T
From performance point of view, for any sorption process the CO2 uptake coefficient – γ is a very important parameter which describes a degree of sorbent saturation with CO2 and is defined as:

γ=

mCO2
mFA

(21)

where the mass of sequestrated CO2 − mCO2 , which depends on the sorption time – tS , can be estimated
from the following relationship:
mCO2 = MCO2 · mFA

∫tS

rS,FA dt

(22)

0

It has been found [82], that the maximum sorption capacity of FA sorbent is equal to
γmax,FA = 0.078 kgCO2 /kgFA , although in technical applications this estimated maximum value γmax,FA
should be replaced by a more realistic one: γsat = 0.035 kgCO2 /kgFA , which is fully compatible with sorption capacities obtained for other CO2 sorbents – e.g. for hydrotalcities [18].
It should be pointed out, that in the case of chemisorption (on CaO, FA) the appropriate rates of CO2
sorption can be directly estimated from Eqs. 19 and 20, respectively. While for physical sorption (e.g. on
hydrotalcites) to estimate the CO2 sorption rate the linear driving force model is usually applicable [16]:
rS = kS, CO2 (qCO2, eq − qCO2 )

(23)

where the sorption rate constant – kS, CO2 can be estimated with temperature dependent expressions [17].
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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To determine the equilibrium concentration qCO2, eq the Langmuir and bi-Langmuir models can be applied.
The Langmuir model reads as follows [14]:
qCO2, eq =

mCO2 · bCO2 · pCO2
1 + bCO2 · pCO2

(24)

where the constants mCO2 and bCO2 can be found easily in the literature – e.g. for hydrotalcite-like sorbents
in the papers [14, 20]. The bi-Langmuir model takes into account two different types of sorption sites [17]
– those responsible for physical and chemical sorption. This reads as follows:
qCO2, eq = qmax,1

Keq,2 · pCO2
Keq,1 · pCO2
+ qmax,2
1 + Keq,1 · pCO2
1 + Keq,2 · pCO2

(25)

where the constants Keq,1 and Keq,2 as well as qmax,1 and qmax,2 can be estimated following the relationships
given by Chanburanasiri et al. [17].

3.3. Calculation example for modeling a fluidized bed gradientless reactor (FBGLR)
In the literature of the subject, numerous papers have been published on modeling of SESMR process
carried out in reactors of different types. Most of them are devoted to the fixed bed adsorptive reactors, in
which the active packing consists of a mixture of a catalyst and sorbent particles – e.g. see some of the
above cited papers [11, 15, 29, 34, 37, 17, 20–25, 27].
Apart from fixed bed reactors, also bubbling fluidized bed reactors employed to carry out SESMR process
were investigated – here a series of papers by Jacobsen et al. [39, 41, 43, 47, 50] should be mentioned. In
those papers, it has been proved numerically that in the bubbling fluidized bed, due to intensive mixing,
axial temperature and concentration profiles are very smooth.
In a case of FA application, particles of very small size are used, so only a fluidized bed reactor or a
gas-solid-solid trickle flow reactor can be employed.
To model the reactor of any type, the appropriate set of mass, heat, momentum and continuity balance
equations should be formulated. A general reactor model, which takes into account all complex phenomena present in the system, can be significantly simplified according to the system characterization and
operating conditions.
To demonstrate the main properties of the SESMR process, a calculation example is presented. The modeling and simulation results shown below, are for the fluidized bed gradienless reactor (FBGLR). This type
of reactor has been chosen to indicate an operating conditions window for SESMR process, to determine
an influence of process variables on the reactor performance as well as to estimate the feasibility of the
chosen reactor type (operating mode).
A configuration of the reactor (FBGLR) is shown schematically in Fig. 4. In this reactor type the catalyst
grains are fixed formulating a bed of large external porosity. In another solution the active catalyst sides
can be immobilized inside large pore structured ceramic or metallic foams. Fine grains of the sorbent
(particles of fly ashes as small as 3–5 µ m) are continuously added into the reactor, then fluidize inside the
reactor and are removed after a fixed residence time. The flow rates of fly ashes at the reactor inlet and
outlet are the same.
Due to intensive stirring of gaseous phase and FA particles, perfect mixing conditions can be assumed.
Additionally, external and internal mass and heat transfer resistances are neglected, so as a consequence
the same temperature of reactor content (i.e. gaseous species and solid particles) and no concentration
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Fig. 4. Configuration of the fluidized bed gradientless reactor (FBGLR) employed to
carry out the SESMR process with simultaneous sequestration of CO2 on fly ashes

gradients of reactants in the gaseous phase considered. Also an applicability of the ideal gas law as well
as a selectivity of the sorbent towards the CO2 are assumed.
Then, for isothermal (TR = const) and isobaric (PR = const) reactor operating conditions, at the steady
state the following model equations have been formulated:
• molar balance for the gaseous phase( general reactant mass balance)
5

5

i=1

i=1

∑ Φ0 · y0,i + ∑ (rR,1 · mcat ) − rS,4 · mS = Φ

(26)

• molar balance for i-th reacting compound in the gas phase
Φ0 · y0,i + rR,i · mcat − rS,i · mFA = Φ · yi

(27)

• molar balance of the CO2 in the solid phase
ṁFA · q0,4 + mFA · rS,4 = ṁFA · q4

(28)

where each reacting species is denoted as: 1 – CH4 , 2 – H2 O, 3 – H2 , 4 – CO2 , 5 – CO, respectively.
Because of selective sorption of CO2 , the sorption rates for other reacting species are always equal to zero
– i.e. rS,1 = rS,2 = rS,3 = rS,5 = 0, while the CO2 sorption rate – rS,4 can be predicted from Eqs. (19) and
(20), for CaO and FA, respectively.
Notice, that the sorbent loading (hold-up), mFA = mS appearing above in balance equations, strongly depends on the operating conditions; mainly on the gas flow rate and stirrer speed. In contrast the catalyst
loading – mcat can be easily and independently changed from run to run, thus establishing the amount of the
catalyst grains placed in the basket or changing the number of active sites immobilized on ceramic/metallic
foam surface.
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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Due to assumed perfect mixing and isothermal operating conditions the heat balance is not taken into
account in the presented reactor model.
Considering a stoichiometry of the reactions involved, conversion rates for each i-th reactant – rR,i (in
Eqs. (26)–(28)), can be expressed in terms of reaction rates rI , rII , rIII (estimated by means of Eqs. (4)–
(17)) giving:
rR,1 = −rI − rII

(29)

rR,2 = −rI − 2rII − rIII

(30)

rR,3 = 3rI + 4rII + rIII

(31)

rR,4 = rII + rIII

(32)

rR,5 = rI − rIII

(33)

The formulated model equations (Eqs. (26)–(33)) have been implemented within the MatLab software
environment and solved for the following inlet conditions:
Φ0,i

y0,i =

(34)

5

∑ Φ0,i

i=1

with the chosen values of the inlet molar flow rates of methane and steam: Φ0,1 , Φ0,2 = sΦ0,1 , respectively.
For the rest of reacting compounds we have: Φ0,3 = Φ0,4 = Φ0,5 = 0 and the inlet concentration of CO2
adsorbed on FA is also equal to zero: q0,4 = 0.
During model calculations the value of the CO2 uptake coefficient – γ should be observed, as the CO2
sorption rate rS,4 becomes equal to zero if fly ashes present in the reactor are saturated with CO2 . This
determines the maximum average residence time for fly ashes particles inside the reactor (saturation time)
– τsat , which can be estimated from the following relationship:

γsat = MCO2

∫τsat

rs,4 dt = 0.035

(35)

0

Notice that the CO2 uptake coefficient – γ can be directly related to the outlet concentration – q4 determined with the model, as the following relationship always holds: γ = q4 MCO2 .
So, at a given loading of the reactor with fly ashes (sorbent hold-up) – mFA = mS , the minimum effective
mass flow rate of fly ashes flowing through the reactor can be directly determined as:
ṁFA,min =

mFA
τsat

(36)

For any flow rate of FA smaller than ṁFA,min the average residence time of the sorbent inside the reactor is
too long, so the saturated particles of fly ashes are not able to adsorb more CO2 and hydrogen productivity
deteriorates.
Some representative results of performed simulations are presented in Figs. 5–9, where values of the most
important process variables (process efficiency measures) are displayed: – Y3 , Y4 , Y5 (“dry-basis” molar
fraction of H2 , CO2 and CO, respectively in the outlet gas stream), – ζ1 (conversion of CH4 ), – Φ3 /Φo,1
(reactor productivity measured as the ratio of the output H2 to the input CH4 molar flow rates). To this
end, the molar concentration of each reacting compound in the outlet gas stream – yi has been recalculated
into the so-called “dry basis” molar fraction – Yi following the relationship: Yi = yi /(1 − y2 ), where y2 is
the molar fraction of unreacted steam present in the outlet gas stream. Thus, the values of Yi describe the
molar fraction of i-th compound in the outlet gas stream after condensation of the unreacted excess steam.
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A comparison of the reactor performance depending on the sorbent type is given in Fig. 5, where results
obtained for two runs carried out at the same operating conditions but for two different CO2 sorbents: CaO
and FA are given.

Fig. 5. Performance of the FBGLR for different CO2 sorbents; CaO and FA, respectively CaO – full
symbols, FA – open symbols. Reactor operating conditions: VR = 0.1 m3 , mcat /mS = 1, T = 773 K,
P = 2 bar, s = 2, Φ0,1 = 200 mol/h

A set of process efficiency measures: Y3 , Y4 , Y5 , ζ1 , Φ3 /Φo,1 is displayed in Fig. 5 as a function of the total
reactor loading mP = mcat + mS , for CaO and for FA, respectively.
The obtained results indicate that for both, CaO and FA, sorbents the behavior of the reactor is similar.
However, at higher total reactor loading mP more distinctive differences are visible – i.e. smaller outlet
concentrations of CO and CO2 (Y4 and Y5 ) and higher outlet concentration of H2 (Y3 ), methane conversion
(ζ1 ) and ratio Φ3 /Φo,1 . It is probably because of a higher CO2 sorption rate for CaO than that for FA at a
chosen temperature of process – see Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively.
Temperature influence on the reactor performance is shown in Fig. 6. An increase of the reactor temperature causes an increase of all used reactor efficiency measures. An increase of Y3 , ζ1 and Φ3 /Φo,1
is profitable, while an increase of Y4 and Y5 is rather undesirable. However,these concentrations are still
acceptable from the reactor performance point of view. The observed effect can be caused by the fact that
temperature increase favors stronger the reaction kinetics than the sorption kinetics and that in this reactor
type an increase of the temperature decreases the residence time of gaseous reactants.
An influence of the catalyst to sorbent mass ratio – mcat /mS on the reactor performance is shown in Fig. 7.
It can be observed that for the chosen values of the ratio: 0.08 < mcat /mFA < 1 no significant changes in
the reactor performance are noticed.
An influence of the molar excess of water (steam) in the inlet gas stream – s and the reactor pressure – P
is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. An increase of the water excess in the inlet stream – s improves the
reactor performance – i.e. it causes an increase of the methane conversion – ζ1 and the outlet hydrogen
concentration – Y3 , while the concentrations of CO and CO2 in the outlet gas stream only slightly increase.
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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Fig. 6. Performance of the FBGLR with FA as the CO2 sorbent – influence of the reactor temperature.
Reactor operating conditions: VR = 0.1 m3 , mcat = 7 kg, mS = 7 kg, T = 773 K, P = 2 bar, s = 2,
Φ0,1 = 200 mol/h

Fig. 7. Performance of the FBGLR with FA as the CO2 sorbent – influence of the ratio R = mcat /mFA .
Reactor operating conditions: VR = 0.1 m3 , mP = mcat + mS = 14 kg, T = 773 K, P = 2 bar, s = 2,
Φ0,1 = 200 mol/h

This can be caused by a combined effect of the parameter s, as its increase stimulates significantly the
reaction rates, but in parallel the residence time of reactants in the reactor decreases.
An influence of the reactor pressure – P is shown in Fig. 9. An increase of P very slightly deteriorates
the methane conversion – ζ1 , the hydrogen concentration – Y3 and the hydrogen productivity – Φ3 /Φo,1 ,
while CO and CO2 concentrations – Y4 , Y5 significantly decrease.
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Fig. 8. Performance of the FBGLR with FA as the CO2 sorbent – influence of the water excess
– s. Reactor operating conditions: VR = 0.1 m3 , mP = mcat + mS = 14 kg, R = mcat /mFA = 1/13,
T = 773 K, P = 2 bar, Φ0,1 = 200 mol/h

Fig. 9. Performance of the FBGLR with FA as the CO2 sorbent – influence of the reactor pressure
– P Reactor operating conditions: VR = 0.1 m3 , mP = mcat + mS = 14 kg, R = mcat /mFA = 1/13,
T = 773 K, s = 2, Φ0,1 = 200 mol/h

An influence of the residence time of gaseous reactants on the reactor performance has been also investigated (the results are not shown in diagrams). It has been found that a simple decrease of gas flow rates at
the reactor inlet significantly improves both, the effectiveness as well as concentration measures, although
the reactor productivity of course decreases.
Due to a specific operating mode the FBGLR is not dedicated to carry out effectively the SESMR process.
However, all the results shown in Figs. 5-9 obtained for the sorption enhanced process have been compared
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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to the results obtained at the same operating conditions but without the presence of sorbent and always the
efficiency for SESMR process was better than for a conventional SMR process.
The obtained results, despite the simplifications assumed – i.e. mainly isothermal operating conditions
and no mass and heat transfer resistance - enable to understand the behavior of such a complex reactingadsorption system and they supply indications for further experimental investigations in a larger scale.
As mentioned above, for FBGLR the very important process parameter is the hold-up of fly ash particles
present in the reactor as well as its dependence on the operating conditions, particularly on gas flow rates.
As far as we know, in the literature there is no data on this subject, especially for large scale systems
working under elevated pressure and in the presence of steam.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this review intensive studies on the sorption-enhanced steam methane reforming (SESMR) process
dedicated to production of pure hydrogen have been presented and discussed. It should be pointed out that
the catalysts to carry out this process are very well established and usually Ni-based catalysts applied for
conventional SMR process are employed. However, also new active catalysts, e.g. Rh and Rh-Zr-based
[34–36], are still being developed and tested.
The main problem for efficient execution of the SESMR process as well as its successful implementation
in industrial practice are appropriate CO2 sorbents. Sorbents used in the SESMR process for simultaneous
CO2 sorption have to meet several conditions – among others: – appropriate sorption rate compatible to
the reaction rate (CO2 production rate), – high sorption capacity, – mechanical, chemical and thermal
durability. Numerous papers report results of sorbent investigations and the following sorbent groups can
be distinguished: – CaO-based sorbents and alkali-modified hydrotalcities, – lithium oxides and lithium
containing materials, – fly ashes from power plants. Recently, some investigations are also devoted to
elaboration of hybrid catalyst-sorbent structured materials [78].
The application of fly ashes (FA) seems to be a very attractive alternative to other sorbents, as they do not
require regeneration [60, 82]. Application of FA can significantly simplify the SESMR process and improve ecological factors of hydrogen production. This concept has been experimentally proved. However,
many investigations in the pilot and industrial scales are needed for commercialization of this concept.
A brief survey of rector types employed to carry out SESMR is also given. It can be concluded that while
fixed bed reactors are mostly used, fluidized bed reactors are quite widely employed as well. While the
investigations carried out with fixed bed reactors are mostly both experimental and theoretical ones, those
concerning fluidized bed reactors are almost all theoretical. Obtained results show the influence of main
process variables (reactor temperature and pressure, molar excess of steam in the inlet gas stream and
loading of the reactor with catalyst and sorbent) on the performance of considered reactors.

This work has been partially carried out within the frame of the project financially supported by the
National Centre of Science, Poland.

SYMBOLS
bCO2
kS, CO2
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constant (Eq. (24)), 1/bar
sorption rate constant, 1/s
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kI
kII
kIII
K1
K2
K3
K5
KI
KII
KIII
Keq,1 , Keq,2
mCO2
mcat
mS = mFA
mP = mS + mcat
ṁFA
MCO2
P
pi
q4
qCO2,eq
qCO2
qmax,1 , qmax,2
rI , rII , rIII
rR,i
rS,4
s
VR
T
yi
Yi

reaction rate constant (Eqs. (4), (15)), mol bar0.5 /(kgcat h)
reaction rate constant (Eqs. (5), (16)), mol bar 0.5 /(kgcat h)
reaction rate constant (Eqs. (6), (17)), mol /(kgcat bar h)
constant (Eqs. (7), (8)), 1/bar
constant (Eqs. (7), (9)), –
constant (Eq. (7), (10)), 1/bar
constant (Eq. (7), (11)), 1/bar
chemical equilibrium constant (Eq. 4, 12), bar2
chemical equilibrium constant (Eq. 5, 14), –
chemical equilibrium constant (Eq. 6, 13), bar2
equilibrium constants (Eq. (25)), 1/bar
constant (Eq. (24)), mol/kg
mass of the catalyst, kg
mass of the sorbent, kg
mass of solid inserts, kg
mass flow rate of the adsorbent (FA) through the reactor, kg/s
molar mass of CO2 , kg/mol
pressure, MPa
partial pressure of i-th compound (Eq. (4)–(6)), bar
molar concentration of adsorbed CO2 , molCO2 /kgFA
equilibrium CO2 concentration in the sorbent, mol/kg
average concentration of adsorbed CO2 , mol/kg
maximal sorption capacity (Eq. (25)), mol/kg
reaction rate (Eq. (4)–(6)), mol/(kgcat h)
conversion rate for i-th reactant, mol/(kgcat s)
CO2 adsorption rate, molCO2 /(kgFA s)
molar excess of steam in the inlet stream, –
volume of the gaseous phase, m3
temperature, K
molar fraction of i-th gaseous compound, –
molar fraction of i-th gaseous compound (dry-basis), –

Greek symbols

γ
∆H
Φ

CO2 uptake coefficient, kgCO2 /kgFA
reaction enthalpy, kJ/ mol
molar flow rate of gas, mol/s

Abbreviations and subscripts
Compounds:
SESMR
FBGLR
GSSTFR
cat
FA
S
R
o

1 – CH4 , 2 – H2 O, 3 – H2 , 4 – CO2 , 5 – CO
sorption-enhanced steam-methane reforming
fluidized bed gradientless reactor
gas-solid-solid trickle flow reactor
catalyst
fly ashes
sorbent
reactor
initial
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